Phase-demodulation algorithms in interferometry often depend on a sequence of evenly spaced reference phase shifts. These phase shifts must be accurately calibrated and can be distorted by geometric effects, especially when spherical components with high curvature are tested. Here the resulting measurement errors are quantified through mathematical analysis, and it is shown that modern phase-estimation algorithms can be effective in a spherical Fizeau cavity with a numerical aperture as large as 0.95.
Introduction
Phase-shifting interferometry 1PSI2 is widely recognized as one of the most important quantitative wave-front measurement techniques currently in use. A PSI instrument is generally composed of an optical interferometer, an electronic imaging system, a computer controller, and a method of precisely adjusting the reference phase of the interferometer. [1] [2] [3] The instrument stores interferograms for a series of reference phases; it then applies a mathematical algorithm to recover the original wave-front phase by analysis of the intensity as a function of reference phase shift. Because the wave-front phase itself is a linear function of the surface profile, PSI provides a high-resolution measurement of the surface figure.
The measurement uncertainty and the achievable accuracy of PSI are of great interest, and several papers have concentrated on error analysis. [4] [5] [6] [7] In addition, most popular articles in trade journals geared toward getting the best-performance PSI include a discussion of common error sources. 8 One recurring concern is the fidelity of the phase shift. A common method of phase shifting relies on mechanical translation of the reference surface. The total required mechanical motion is normally less than the wavelength of light, and it is supplied by a piezoelectric transducer 1PZT2 or equivalent assembly, which is calibrated to provide accurate and repeatable phase shifts. 9 There are several factors that effect this calibration, resulting in distorted phase shifts and systematic errors in the phase measurement calculation.
Moore and Slaymaker 10 showed that phase-shift calibration is particularly important when one works with spherical Fizeau cavities. Because the reference surface of a spherical cavity is curved, the phase shift caused by axial translation is not uniform over the field of view. In the extreme case in which a reference surface has a N.A. of 1.0, the edge of the interference pattern is not shifted in phase at all. Creath and Hariharan 11 showed that standard methods of phase estimation in PSI are adequate for N.A. , 0.63, and they suggested a modified geometry for higher N.A.'s that uses an auxiliary flat reference with highly corrected spherical optics. Another possibility is wavelength-shift PSI instead of mechanical phase shifting. 12 Because these solutions require a significant investment in hardware, it is worth having a second look at the performance limitations of mechanical PSI with curved reference surfaces.
In this paper I reexamine the problem of phaseshift calibration, with the objective of determining the maximum N.A. for a spherical Fizeau interferometer with an axial phase shift. This study assumes some flexibility in the choice of a PSI algorithm, but it is restricted to methods that involve a sequence of data frames acquired at approximately equal phase intervals. Another restriction is the exclusion of any method that requires knowledge of the cavity configuration, which would complicate the use of the instrument. These restrictions and others that become evident in the presentation are typical of modern commercial interferometers.
As part of this study I derive an exact formula for the phase error by using Fourier analysis and the concept of data-sampling windows. This formula permits rapid evaluation of algorithms without numerical simulation. An important conclusion of this study is that modern PSI algorithms have solved the problem of linear phase errors for most applications in interferometry, including spherical cavities with N.A.'s as high as 0.95.
Phase Estimation in Phase-Shifting Interferometry
The objective of surface-profiling PSI is to measure the reflected wave-front phase, u, as a function of the surface coordinates. The phase-estimation procedure in PSI requires a sequence of N $ 3 interference images, each having a different phase offset f j , where j 5 0 . . . N 2 1. Each sample is commonly called a frame or a bucket, and the phase shifts are typically introduced by mechanical displacement of the reference surface of the interferometer. For practical reasons and for ease in the data processing, phase shifts f j are linear in time and are characterized by a phase increment, a 0 .
For a given pixel in the field of view, the intensity samples in the two-beam approximation are
where V is the fringe visibility, Q is a constant, and
In Eq. 122 j 0 is a constant offset that is not necessarily an integer. Most generally, PSI algorithms for calculating phase u are of the form
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where s j and c j are constant coefficients. For example, a popular algorithm that uses an a 5 p@2 phase step is the Schwider-Hariharan or five-bucket algorithm 13, 14 :
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The nonzero coefficients in this case are s 1 5 2, s 3 5 22, c 0 5 21, c 2 5 2, and c 4 5 21. Although there are many other approaches to phase estimation in interferometry, the temporal PSI method described here involving an algorithm of the form shown in Eq. 132 is representative of common practice.
Errors in the Phase Increment
The validity of Eq. 132 and hence the correct application of PSI algorithms depend to a great extent on the proper calibration of the phase shift. Suppose that instead of the assumed phase shifts a 0 as in Eq. 122, we have
where a is the actual phase increment and E is the calibration error. The phase shifts are now
Because PSI algorithms are designed for specific phase increments, they cannot be expected to perform perfectly if the increment is incorrect. Calibration error E is a function of a number of different experimental parameters, some of which cannot be controlled or entirely eliminated by calibration procedures. These parameters include tilting or twisting of the PZT pusher during translation, and geometrical effects that arise when one is working with fast spherical cavities. Tilt during translation may be thought of as a PZT gain g1x, y2 that is a function of the coordinates 1x, y2 in the reference plane of the interferometer:
This gain can be normalized so that in an ideal interferometer, the coefficients in Eq. 172 would be g 0 5 1, g x 5 0, g y 5 0. Most commercial systems have automatic calibration procedures to approach this ideal condition as nearly as possible.
The other major source of error in phase modulation is a PZT translation that is not perpendicular to the reference surface. The reciprocal motion of the PZT modulators then translates into a phase modulation that is proportional to the cosine of angle w between the normal to the reference surface and the direction of motion. One way this can happen is if the PZT pusher is misaligned with respect to the optical axis of the interference cavity, so that there is a sideways motion of the reference surface with respect to the optical axis of the cavity during translation. Another unavoidable source of geometric error occurs with curved reference surfaces as a consequence of the variable inclination of the surface with respect to the direction of PZT travel.
Geometric contributions to calibration error E can be calculated by the determination of angle w between the vectors shown in Fig. 1 . Unit vector p is oriented in the direction of the PZT motion, whereas vector r is the normal to the reference surface, which for nulled interference fringes is collinear with a geometric ray trace through the cavity. A property of unit vectors is that the dot product is equal to the cosine of the angle between the vectors. Using this principle and the PZT gain g1x, y2 defined by Eq. 172, we can write the following general expression for calibration error E:
Equation 182 now includes all of the first-order mechanical contributions to the calibration error. Note, however, that Eq. 182 does not take into account any second-order effects caused by the change in cavity radius. These second-order effects are important in microscopic cavities 15 because they lead to nonlinear phase shifting, but they will not be considered here. It is useful to relate the vector quantities to simple scalar values, such as the radius, R, of the reference sphere and coordinates 1x, y2. Let us define a rectilinear coordinate system with unit vectors n x , n y , n z such that the z coordinate is along the optical axis of the cavity and the 1x, y2 coordinates are in a plane perpendicular to the axis. From Figure 1 we can see that the unit ray vector, r, normal to the curved reference surface is
where
and R is the radius of curvature of the reference sphere. If the PZT motion is not perfectly aligned with the optical axis of the cavity, then two directional cosines, j x , j y , can be used to describe its orientation with respect to our coordinate system:
where r 5 31 2 1j x 2 1 j y 2 24
1@2
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Inserting these expressions into Eq. 182 yields
This is the complete equation for calibration errors caused by tilt, focus, and alignment effects in a spherical cavity.
In many practical situations involving fast spherical cavities, gain g1x, y2 is carefully controlled, and the greatest source of error is the variation in quantity R8. This error is fundamental to the geometry of a Fizeau cavity having a spherical reference surface and cannot be completely eliminated without fundamental changes in the phase-shift mechanism. However, one can improve the situation somewhat by adjusting gain g 0 to reduce the maximum calibration error across the surface. One approach suggested by Moore and Slaymaker is to make the error at the origin x 5 0, y 5 0 equal in magnitude to the maximum error at the edge of the field of view. 10 This condition is satisfied in the present formalism when
where E 1 is the maximum error for g 0 5 1. Three error curves for a perfectly aligned spherical cavity are shown in Fig. 2 . These curves are generated from Eqs. 1132 and 1142 as a function of normalized coordinate x@X, where X is the largest x value. The y coordinate is set to zero. The three curves correspond to three different N.A.'s defined by N.A. 5 X@R.
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As a way to get a better idea of the relationship between N.A. and calibration error, it is useful to rearrange the equations to solve for the N.A. as a function of the maximum allowable calibration error. From Eqs. 1132, 1142, and 1152, the result for a perfectly aligned cavity is N.A.1E max 2 5 1 1 2
. 1162 Equation 1162 is plotted in Fig. 3 . If the maximum allowable calibration error, E max , for a given algorithm is known, then the corresponding maximum N.A. can be determined from the figure or directly from Eq. 1162.
Phase-Shifting Interferometry Measurement Errors
Because a certain amount of calibration error appears to be unavoidable with spherical Fizeau cavities, it is important to quantify the resulting phase measurement errors in order to define a maximum allowable calibration error, E max . There are three common ways in which this problem is approached in the literature: numerical simulation, linear approximation, and caseby-case mathematical analysis. I first discuss these traditional approaches before presenting an alternative formalism based on the concept of data-sampling windows.
The various papers by Creath and co-workers represent the numerical simulation method of error analysis. [16] [17] [18] Some of these simulations are performed by the variation of a known phase u over a 2p range in as many as 1000 individual steps. A computer calculates the corresponding intensities g j , processes them through the PSI algorithm, and determines the phaseestimation error, Du, as a function of the known phase, u. The computer repeats this procedure over a range of calibration errors and plots the results. A numerical simulation has the advantage of being completely flexible, because many kinds of errors can be quantified by essentially the same computer program. On the one hand, the method can be criticized for being somewhat tedious and for not providing any physical insight into the source of the observed errors. On the other hand, a more sophisticated mathematical analysis will generally be checked against a numerical simulation to verify its validity.
Much of the time calibration errors E and corresponding phase-estimation errors Du are small, so it is possible to gain some insight through approximation. 19 Propagating the error through Eq. 132 for small E leads to an approximate analytical expression. Schwider and co-workers 13, 20 and others have shown that the lowest-order u-dependent error team varies sinusoidally at twice the rate of the interference fringes themselves, leading to a systematic error or ripple in surface maps. To lowest order in E, the peak-to-valley 1P-V2 error, E, of the ripple for the five-bucket algorithm is
.
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Because the error has a second-order dependence on E, the five-bucket algorithm is considered highly robust. However, linear approximations such as this one are not adequate for the large calibration errors encountered in spherical Fizeau cavities, although it does give an indication of which algorithms will probably have the best performance. A third approach to the calculation of phase errors is to insert the error into the PSI algorithm and try and simplify the result as much as possible without making an approximation. In many cases this results in a useful formula. For example, the five- Multiple-wavelength interferometers sometimes makes use of formulas of this kind to compensate for known variations in the phase increment. 21 Joenathan also provided several examples of a case-bycase analysis of PSI algorithms as part of an effort to reduce estimation errors. 22 Although these traditional methods of error analysis have all been useful in the development of PSI, none of them provides a general analytical formula for P-V error over a large range of calibration values. My purpose of Section 5 is to derive such a formula that is valid for all PSI algorithms having the form shown in Eq. 132.
General Formula for Calibration Errors
PSI in general and Eq. 132 in particular can be interpreted mathematically as a phase-estimation process that involves a discrete Fourier transform 1DFT2. 23 The advantage of the DFT formalism is that it is much easier to analyze the effect of various errors in the phase-shifting process in a general way. From the DFT point of view, the phase angle is calculated from
where G is the DFT of intensity g j in Eq. 112:
The weighting values, w j , correspond to a datasampling window. Although the concept of a datasampling window is characteristic of Fourier transform methods of frequency and phase estimation, it is unusual in the context of PSI. This is because traditional PSI algorithms for surface metrology typically employ such a small number of data samples that there is not much opportunity to manipulate the sampling window. However, frequency-domain analysis of PSI is an effective means of understanding error sources even with sparse data sampling. 24 By comparing Eqs. 1192 and 1202 with Eq. 132, we see that Typically the windows for error-compensating PSI algorithms are approximately bell shaped when represented graphically. The description of PSI in terms of windows and DFT's provides a useful way of predicting errors when the signal is less than ideal. In fact, Eqs. 1192 and 1202 are valid only for signals that have exactly the desired phase increment. Suppose a nonideal input signal, g j 8, has a phase increment of a fi a 0 . The DFT of this signal is
G81a
is the DFT of the window function. We see immediately that angle u is linearly proportional to the argument of G81a, u2 only if the terms W1a 0 2 and W1a 0 1 a2 are both zero.
Constructing a window such that W1a 0 2 5 0 is no problem, because it is sufficient to have numerator coefficients s j and denominator coefficients c j sum to zero. The difficulty is in the term W1a 0 1 a2, which is due to leakage from the negative-frequency portion of the Fourier spectrum. Assuming that the dc contribution W1a 0 2 has been eliminated, we can write 
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Equation 1292 is an exact formula for the error in the phase estimate in PSI as a function of calibration error E and actual phase u of the interference signal. It is valid for any PSI algorithm that can be put in the form shown in Eq. 132.
In the evaluation of PSI algorithms, the P-V excursion, E1E2, of phase error Du1E, u2 is of special interest. The P-V error can be found by the calculation of the extrema of Du1E, u2 with respect to u. Within the range 21 , E , 1, these extrema occur when
. 1342
Inserting this back into the equation for Du1E, u2 results in the relatively simple formula
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This is an exact formula for the P-V error, which is also valid for all PSI algorithms that have the form represented by Eq. 132. For many applications the following small-error approximation may be adequate:
The P-V error is proportional to the magnitude of the normalized Fourier transform of the data-sampling window, evaluated at a 5 12 2 E2a 0 . Equation 1362 clearly shows the close relationship between PSI performance and the frequency-domain response of the window function. A largely neglected effect with extreme phase-shift errors is the decline in signal strength. Looking at Eq. 1252 and taking advantage of Eq. 1302, we find it evident that apparent fringe contrast V81E2 is
The larger the data window the more rapidly the fringe contrast decreases with calibration error.
Example Algorithms
Algorithms for PSI having the form shown in Eq. 132 are traditionally classified according to the number of data samples or buckets. This is becoming less satisfactory because the literature now provides a large choice of algorithms of various sizes and shapes, all designed to optimize performance. This is not the place to review these algorithms exhaustively, even within the narrow context of resistance to calibration errors. However, a few examples will help to illustrate the positive effect of an intelligent choice of data-sampling window. Fortunately these examples are all of different lengths and so will be referred to compactly by the number of data samples. All of the following examples are based on an a 0 5 p@2 phase increment. Until a few years ago, the most common algorithm in surface-profiling PSI used only four buckets:
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This algorithm has the simplest window, because w j 5 1 for j 5 0 . . . 3. A square window transforms to a sinc function in the frequency domain, which is characterized by oscillations or sidelobes that continue far from the fundamental frequency of the interferometer. Consequently the four-bucket algorithm is sensitive to negative-frequency leakage and does not perform well in the presence of calibration errors. However, this algorithm is computationally efficient and can be executed at high speed. From the point of view of data windows, one can improve the situation by summing two mutually offset windows together in such a way as to suppress the sidelobes in the frequency domain. This implicitly is the averaging method proposed by Schwider and co-workers. 13, 25 Alternatively, algorithms can be constructed by integer approximation to wellknown analytical windows used in digital signal processing. 26 Both methods lead to the five-bucket algorithm introduced above as Eq. 152. Either procedure can also be used to derive the following sevenbucket algorithm 27 :
The seven-bucket algorithm has window coefficients w 0 5 w 6 5 1, w 1 5 w 5 5 4, w 2 5 w 4 5 7, and w 3 5 8, and it closely approximates a raised-cosine or Von Hann window. 28 The five-and seven-bucket algorithms have improved resistance to calibration errors when compared with the four-bucket algorithm, while at the same time preserving the computational efficiency of integer math. As a final example, I present here an algorithm that uses floating-point computations and that has extremely high resistance to calibration error. The algorithm is something of a limiting case rather than a practical example, and it is included to show just how good a phase estimate can be when the PSI algorithm closely follows a high-performance datasampling window. The algorithm is derived from the four-term Blackman-Harris window 29 
4
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The window for this algorithm has better than 290-dB sidelobe suppression in the frequency domain. The P-V phase-estimation errors, E@2p, as a function of calibration error E for the four algorithms are plotted together in Fig. 4 . The errors were calculated from the exact formula 1352 and are valid over the entire 0 , a , p range. The curves in Fig. 4 show that the choice of algorithm is very important when dealing with the large calibration errors that are typical of fast spherical Fizeau cavities. Figure 5 shows corresponding relative fringe contrast V81E2@V for these algorithms. Generally all of the examples provide a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for errors as large as E 5 60.5, but only the seven-bucket and 15-bucket algorithms have better than hundredthwave accuracy with these extreme calibration errors. The 15-bucket algorithm provides phase estimates that are by any practical measure completely insensitive to calibration error; however, it suffers from reduced fringe contrast when 0E0 . 0.3.
Conclusions
The results of this study are summarized in Table 1 . The table includes the maximum calibration error, E max for hundreth-wave accuracy, an alternative E max 8 for a minimum 50% relative fringe contrast, and the maximum N.A. based on the lesser of these two limits. It appears from this table that conventional PSI in a spherical Fizeau cavity is possible with a N.A. of 0.95. This value is considerably larger than that previously supposed in the literature. This purely theoretical conclusion is not meant to trivialize the practical difficulties of working with high-N.A. cavities, which in any case are difficult to align. The analysis does show, however, that the phase-shift calibration problem in spherical cavities is largely solved with modern algorithms. Fig. 4 . P-V excursion of periodic phase errors as a function of calibration error E for four different PSI algorithms. All of these example algorithms have a nominal a 0 5 p@2 phase shift. Actual phase shift a is equal to 11 2 E2a 0 . 
